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Overview 

We are really happy to have you building guides for the greatest learning system in

the world. In order to keep high quality guides in the system, we want to make sure

you understand the Adafruit Learning System inside and out.

Even if you have created hundreds of guides in the past, we ask that you take the

time to go through this entire guide. There are a lot of tips and tricks that will help you

create the best guide possible.

In this guide we will go over creating and organizing pages, adding featured products

to the right sidebar, a detailed breakdown of each of the elements that make ALS

unique, and show you how to publish pages and guides.

This guide is a living document and I will continue to add to it and adjust it as ALS

continues to grow. Check back often and use this guide as a tool to reference as you

work through your own guides. 

Creating a New Guide 

Start by clicking the CREATE A NEW GUIDE button once you have logged in and

clicked Admin in the top navigation bar.

Once you click that button you will be sent to the guide settings page. You will need

to fill in the information on this page and then click the SAVE & CONTINUE button in

the subnav to create the guide. As you add information about your new guide, you

will see a preview of how it will be shown to users in the right sidebar.

Make sure to use a nice high resolution image or animated GIF for your guide image.

After you pick your image, you will be asked to crop the image.

 

Be sure to choose your categories wisely. These are used to help users find your 

guide. 
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Creating & Organizing Pages 

Before you start your guide, you will need to create your first page. In the left sidebar,

press 'Create new page' and then enter the name of your new page.

Your new page will show up in your left sidebar, and you will be taken to that page

automatically. 

You can change the order of the pages at any time. Click on the REORGANIZE PAGES

button. This will bring you into a mode allowing you to drag and drop pages into your

preferred order. 
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Make sure to click SAVE REORGANIZATION when you have the pages in the correct

order.

When it comes to our Text Element, we really want to group it with under the

Understanding Elements page. To do this, click on the REORGANIZE PAGES button,

and slide the page you want to turn into a subpage to the right (while under the

parent page). You will then see the page indented. 

Click SAVE REORGANIZATION and you will see your page as a subpage. 
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Adding Featured Products 

Whenever you use an Adafruit product in your guide, you can add it to the featured

products sidebar. This makes it easy for readers to quickly buy all of the components

needed to complete your guide.

To manage featured products, click on the Featured Products link in the TOOLS

section of the admin sidebar.

Adding products is incredibly easy. Just search for the product by name, or by

Product ID (PID).

You will need to type in at least three letters for a product list to show up. Once you

see the product you want to add, just click on it to add it to your featured products

list.
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If you can't seem to find your product when searching for it by name, try searching for

it by PID. You can find the product ID in a few spots. When on the product page in the

Adafruit Shop, you will see it right below the product name. 

You will also see the PID in the URL. 

You can reorganize your products by dragging and dropping them. 
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Be sure to sort the products in order of importance. Only the top 5-8 products will be

visible to the user in the sidebar, the rest of the products will only be on the featured

products page.

We also use the featured products list to help recommend other guides in the Adafruit

Learning System that the reader may find interesting.

Deleting

If you have accidentally added a wrong product, hover your mouse cursor over the

product and a delete button will appear in the upper right of the product area.

Clicking Delete removes that item from the Featured Product list.

Understanding Elements 

Elements are what makes the Adafruit Learning System editor so unique and easy to

use. You can rapidly build guides by adding one element after another until each

page is completed. 

 

It is important that you sort your product list with the most important products at 

the top. 
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This is what the elements bar looks like. You can add any of the above elements to

your guide. We will go over each element and explain how and when to use each. 

While building your guide, you can drag and drop elements to reorganize them. You

can also use the divider like shown above to insert an element between two other

elements. 

Publishing Pages & Guides 

Once you are done with a page within your guide, you can publish the page.

Publishing the page won't show the page to readers until you have also published the

guide. This allows you to publish a guide while still working on pages that you would

like to publish later. You can also go in and unpublish a page while keeping the rest of

the guide visible to readers.

To publish a page, just click on the toggle in the PUBLISH section of the right sidebar.

Once clicked, the color will change to green, and the status will change from draft to 

published.
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Once a page is published, and you should see the [draft] tag removed from the left

sidebar once you refresh:

Once you are ready to go live with your guide, click on the publish guide toggle just

like you did the page toggle above. Once clicked, the color will change to yellow and

the status will change to Pending final review. This means that one of the ALS

moderators has been notified to take a quick look over your guide to make sure

everything is in order. Once they approve, they will publish the guide and it will show

up on ALS!

Congrats on creating your first guide! If you have any questions or concerns while

creating your guide, please email me: tyler@adafruit.com.
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Internal Pages 

You can also create pages that remain internal to a guide. Internal pages are only

visible in edit mode. These pages contain resources used to maintain guides. Content

might be something like Fritzing design files, internal how-tos or helpful images.

There are two ways to create an internal page. The first will create an internal page

local to the guide. To do this click on the 'New Internal Page' button on the left side of

the editor.

When the modal appears enter a title.

The other way to create an internal page is by mirroring a page from an Academy

Guide. To do this click on the 'Mirror Existing Page' button on the left sidebar and

enter a published URL for an Academy Guide.
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Internal pages appear in the guide index on the left only in edit mode. The pages are

greyed out and marked as internal.  

Mirror, Copy and Move Pages 

To mirror, copy or move a page you must first have a valid published Adafruit guide

URL. Valid formats include https://learn.adafruit.com/welcome-to-circuitpython,

learn.adafruit.com/welcome-to-circuitpython,

learn.adafruit.com/welcome-to-circuitpython and

learn.adafruit.com/creating-guides-in-als/internal-pages.
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Mirror

Mirroring a page adds a new page that reflects the content of the specified URL. You

can update the title and slug that appear in the containing guide but not the content.

To edit the content visit the original page.

To create a mirror click on the 'Mirror Existing Page' button on the left side of the

editor.

 

Enter a valid Adafruit guide URL when the modal appears.
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Copy

Copying a page creates a replica of the specified page and associates the replica

with your guide. You will now be able to update the new page.

To create a copy click on the 'Copy Existing Page' button on the left side of the editor.

Enter a valid Adafruit guide URL when the modal appears.
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Move

Moving a page with remove that page from the specified URL and move it to your

guide.

To move a page click on the 'Move Existing Page' button on the left side of the editor.

Enter a valid Adafruit guide URL when the modal appears.
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Externally Linked Pages 

External pages appear in the sidebar and navigate to an external URL when clicked.

To create an external page click on the 'New External Page' button on the left side of

the editor.

Add a page title, copy and paste in the URL you want to link to, and then check the

box if you want the link to open in a new window or not.
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External links appear in the guide index on the left with an icon next to the page like

the image below.

Text Element 

The text element is pretty straight forward. You can change the size of the text by

selecting H1, H2, or Normal text from the dropdown on the far left. Normal text is set

by default. The rest of the buttons are, from left to right:

Bold

Italics

Underline

Bulleted list

Numbered list

Outdent - if you have an indented paragraph, you can remove the indent with

this button

Indent - you can indent a paragraph by highlighting a paragraph and pressing

this button.

Hyperlink - make text clickable. Highlight a section of text, click the button, then

enter in a web address.

The HTML button. Click this to make it so you can directly edit the HTML.

Make sure to click the SAVE button below the text box to continue.

 

 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Cancel out of the text box, or open and delete an entire text box with the CANCEL

and DELETE buttons. 

Media Element 

The media element is where things start to get a bit more interesting. The media

element will handle any sort of file you can throw at it. It will handle images, animated

gifs, and any type of downloadable file (such as a .pdf).

Instead of designing and building a file manager within the Adafruit Learning System,

we decided to just use the one built right into your computer.

When you click the Media element button, you will locate the media file(s) you would

like to upload on your computer. 

Select the file, and click the Open button. 

If you select a file, like a .pdf, the system will automatically create a download button

for you like this one: 

led-ampli-tie.pdf

https://adafru.it/BpL

Feel free to click on the button while in the editor to change the text and color of the

button: 

 

Pro Tip: you can select multiple images at once and it will insert them all into 

your guide! 
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Download the LED Ampli-Tie Guide!

https://adafru.it/BpM

If you hover over the top of any image, in the upper right corner you will see some

settings. 

If you click the replace link, it will open up your file manager where you can look for a

new image, and it will replace the current image with the new one you choose.

If you click delete, it will delete the image from your guide.

If you would like to change the license attached to your image, click update license. 

Code Element 

The code element is used when you want to paste in bits of code, like so: 

void loop() {

  uint8_t red, blue;

  float temp = mlx.readObjectTempF();

 

  if (temp &lt; COLDTEMP) temp = COLDTEMP;

  if (temp &gt; HOTTEMP) temp = HOTTEMP;

 

  // map temperature to red/blue color

  // hotter temp -&gt; more red

  red = map(temp, COLDTEMP, HOTTEMP, 0, 255);  

  // hotter temp -&gt; less blue

  blue = map(temp, COLDTEMP, HOTTEMP, 255, 0);  

 

  colorWipe(strip.Color(red, 0, blue), 0);

  

  delay(50); // can adjust this for faster/slower updates

}

 

// Fill the dots one after the other with a color

void colorWipe(uint32_t c, uint8_t wait) {

  for(uint16_t i=0; i&lt;strip.numPixels(); i++) {

      strip.setPixelColor(i, c);

      strip.show();

      delay(wait);

  }
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The most important thing here is to make sure to select the right type of code you are

pasting. In this case, I pasted Arduino code:

By selecting what type of code you are pasting, it changes how the code is displayed

to your readers to make it easier to read. 

Embed Element 

The Embed Element is how you add YouTube and Vimeo videos, Vine clips, and

Github Gists to your guide. 

Embedding videos or Gists couldn't be easier. All you need to do is get the URL of the

page that the video is on and paste it into the Embed Element text box.

Dump the entire URL into the text box like shown below and click SAVE:

While you are in the editor, you will see the embed URL, but your readers will see the

full video. This is what you will see in the editor: 

This is what your readers will see in the front end: 

You can always click the preview link in the right sidebar to view what your readers

will see, even if you haven't published your guide.

Embedding MakeCode Blocks 

Just like in the last step, embedding MakeCode blocks into your guide is just as easy.

In MakeCode, click on the share project button and you will see a popup like this:
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Just like as before, copy that link and then in your guide choose the EMBED element.

Just paste in the URL from MakeCode above, and click save. Your MakeCode block

should now be in your guide.

Alert Element 

The Alert Element is an easy to use element that is designed to grab your reader's

attention. Enter in a short sentence and click SAVE. 

Just remember to use them sparingly, and only for the most important reminders that

you need to burn into your reader's brains. The more of these you use, the less

impact they will have. 

FAQ Element 

The FAQ Element is for, you guessed it, Frequently Asked Questions. These are

generally used on their own dedicated pages, or in a section at the end of a page.

All you need to do is enter in your question in the smaller text box at the top, then

enter in the answer to that question below. When done, the element will look like this

 

 

 

This is what an alert looks like. It is sure to grab your reader's attention! 
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on the front end:

What is Adafruit's Ask an Engineer?

From the electronics enthusiast to the professional community -- "Ask an Engineer" has

a little bit of everything for everyone. If you're a beginner, or a seasoned engineer --

stop in and see what we're up to! We have demos of projects and products we're

working on, we answer your engineering and electronics questions and we have a trivia

question + give away each week.

Side2 Element 

The Side2 Element is used when you want to put a bit of text next to one or more

images. Think of it as a really smart two column table. Side2 Elements are perfect for

creating step-by-step guides, such as kit assembly instructions.

For a good example of how these should be used, check out the MiniPOV4 soldering

instructions here. (https://adafru.it/BpN)

Button Element 

The Button Element allows you to create different colored buttons. These are typically

used to link to a downloadable media file, or to send someone to another site like

Github. 

First type in what you want the button to say, and then enter a link. You can choose

between multiple button colors. Choose wisely! Here is an example of what buttons

look like:

DO NOT CLICK THIS

https://adafru.it/BpO

Github Latest Release Links

The button element has one further feature that allows it to process release links for

github releases. If you provide it with a fairly specific url, and then maintain

consistency in naming your releases, it will always link to the latest version in your

github repository.
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The link structure is as follows:

https://github.com/{organization}/{repository}/releases/latest/{filename}{wildcard in

place of version}.{extension} (https://adafru.it/Cdd)

Example:

https://github.com/adafruit/circuitpython/releases/latest/adafruit-circuitpython-

arduino_zero-*.bin (https://adafru.it/Cde)

The extension is optional, but the wildcard for the version is required.

Example button:

Download Code

https://adafru.it/vlF

Table Element 

The Table Element is an element that should only be used when absolutely necessary.

It is our way of taking an old way of doing things on the web and modernizing it. It is

really the only way to organize content in multiple rows and columns, but it certainly

doesn't play nice with phones and tablets.

Tables are typically used when making a parts list for a project. Check out the MENTA

Kit parts list for an example. (https://adafru.it/BpP)

There are probably better ways to handle this without using tables, such as using the

Side2 element like in the miniPOV4 guide. (https://adafru.it/BpQ) 
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Product Element 

The Product Element is very similar to the featured products part of the guide. Use it if

you want to highlight a product in the middle of the guide and allow a reader to

quickly and easily add that product to their shopping cart.

Just like the featured products page, just search for an Adafruit product by name or

with the PID.

If I do a search for Adafruit METRO 328, it will open a list of matches. Click on the

correct match and it will load a featured product into your guide like this:

Adafruit METRO 328 - Arduino

Compatible - with Headers 

This is the Adafruit METRO Arduino-

Compatible - with headers.  It's a fully

assembled and tested microcontroller and

physical computing board with...

https://www.adafruit.com/product/2488 

Markdown Element 

If you are already familiar with the Markdown language, the Markdown element is

pretty self-explanatory. It is simply a blank box that you can either write Markdown, or

more often paste in Markdown from a separate editor.

Learn More About Markdown

https://adafru.it/Cdf

Helpful Markdown Cheatsheet

https://adafru.it/Cdg
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1 x Adafruit METRO 

This will be the brains of the project

https://www.adafruit.com/product/2488 

1 x Adafruit METRO 

This will be the brains of the project

https://www.adafruit.com/product/2488 

Add Parts Element 

The Add Parts Element is also know as the parts list maker. This element is great for

making lists of not only Adafruit parts, but also for adding parts that need to be

purchased from other vendors.

Start by clicking the Add Parts Element. You will then be asked to give the part a

name, enter a part URL, a part description, and how many the reader will need to buy.

The Part Name is the name of the part, and also the clickable link. For the Part URL,

you just need to paste in either an Adafruit URL, or a third party URL like Amazon. If it

is an Adafruit URL the system will automatically allow people to instantly add that

product to their shopping cart. If it is a third party, they will need to click the buy now

button which will open the part URL into a new tab. The part description is a good

spot to put how that part will be used in that project. Last, click the quantity dropdown

to let the reader know how many of that part they should buy.

For example, if I fill in this:

Click save and it will turn into this:

Just keep choosing the Add Parts Element to add on to the parts list. Add a few parts

or a whole bunch of parts to create lists like this:
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1 x Adafruit Proto Shield 

This is where we will build out the project

https://www.adafruit.com/product/2077 

2 x Giant Googly Eyes 

Every project should have giant googly eyes

https://www.amazon.com/DECORA-

Plastic-Wiggle-Googly-Adhesive/dp/

B0177WIJ3I 

Split Page Element 

If you ever get in a situation where you have a page that ends up getting too long and

can be broken up into multiple pages, the Split Page Element is the tool for you.

To use the Split Page Element, go to a page that is too long and find a good spot

where you think the page can be broken up. Click the dividing line to expand and

then click the Split Page Element. Anything below that line was will be sent to a new

page. So, the only thing you need to do is name the new page.

Once you click the Split button, the system will grab everything below that point and

move it to your new page. It will automatically load into the new page so if you need

to split a page into multiple parts, you can just scroll down from there and repeat the

process.

Translating a guide 

To create a guide translation:

Visit guide to translate

In the left sidebar navigate to the 'Translations' toolbar.

Click 'Create Translation'

 

• 

• 

• 
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This will popup a modal to input the new translations title and language.

Clicking create will duplicate all pages of the current guide into a new guide where

the user can manage the translation.

 

When the new translation is published each guide will reference the other.

 

• 
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